1. Introduction

What a speaker can be taken to mean often depends in part on the intonation used. Explanations of this fact often invoke the notion of intonational meaning: that intonational features carry meaning in their own right and in this way contribute to the meaning of the utterance as a whole. Intonational meaning can reside in the phrasing of an utterance and, where available, in the melody and in the location of accents in an utterance. This article presents a concise introduction, focusing on the meaning of melody. It aims to provide both an overview of the subfield and a more detailed look at several theoretical and empirical studies, with an eye to the future.

The body of the article is organized around a distinction between two kinds of theories of intonational meaning, and their potential reconciliation: generalist and specialist. Generalist theories aim to account for the meanings of a wide range of intonation contours (comparable to Cruttenden’s 1997: 89 ‘abstract’ meanings). This is typically attempted by assigning basic meanings to a set of phonological building blocks, the intonational morphemes. In contrast, specialist theories aim to account, in considerable detail and often with formal explicitness, for the usage of a narrow range of contours, or even only a particular use of a particular type of contour (as in Cruttenden’s ‘local’ meanings). Generalist and specialist theories are not necessarily incompatible. They are most fruitfully regarded, we think, as the starting points of two different approaches that may ultimately meet: a general-to-specific or ‘top-down’ approach, and a specific-to-general or ‘bottom-up’ approach. Proponents of generalist theories may ultimately want their theories to yield predictions on a par in detail to those of specialist theories; and proponents of specialist theories may regard their theories as stepping stones to a more general theory in the future.

After introducing relevant concepts and distinctions in section 2, several prominent specialist and generalist theories are surveyed in section 3. Next, in section 4, we briefly investigate the extent to which the gap between specialist and generalist theories can be bridged, concentrating on the role of pragmatics. Section 5 reviews empirical work on intonational meaning, relating it to the same challenge. Section 6 presents a brief conclusion.

2. Basic concepts for the study of intonational meaning

The study of meaning in a strict sense is concerned with what speakers mean when they produce an utterance, say, what they intend to communicate. In a broader sense it is concerned also with how an audience interprets an utterance, which includes what they take the speaker to mean but may also include any other inferences an audience might draw. Although the difference between intention and interpretation is important, we will follow most of the current literature in using ‘meaning’ in its broader sense. The study of meaning is often subdivided into semantics and pragmatics. Many characterizations of this division exist (for overviews and discussion see Bach 1997; McNally 2013). A sensible one is what Leech (1983) calls the pragmaticist’s view, in which semantics covers the linguistic conventions on which the clear communication of what a speaker means relies and pragmatics covers the rest, e.g., what a speaker may reasonably mean to begin with, and how its communication relies on a combination of conventions and context. The issue of which meaning components are conventional (or ‘semantic’) and which are not (or ‘pragmatic’) is particularly challenging in the case of intonation (Prieto 2015).

Speakers use intonation to comment on the pragmatic status of their utterance, say, to clarify how the main contribution of the utterance relates to the conversational goals and to the beliefs of speaker and hearer (‘information structure’) (e.g. Brazil et al. 1980, Gussenhoven 1984: 200, Pierrehumbert and Hirschberg 1990, Hobbs 1990). This function is mostly carried by the linguistically structured part of intonation, intonational phonology, which comprises discrete contrasts such as between H* and L*. Paralinguistic intonation, by contrast, is expressed by gradient adjustments of the pitch contour (Ladd 2008: 37), and typically add emotional or evaluative meanings to the linguistic message. Paralinguistic phonetic adjustments vary gradiently with their meaning. For instance, if high pitch register signals indignation, then
higher pitch will signal more indignation. This chapter will be concerned primarily with the linguistic part of intonational meaning. However, it may at times be hard to tell whether an intonational meaning is linguistic, because some meanings may be expressed either paralinguistically or morphologically, depending on the language (Grice and Baumann 2007). For instance, languages with a single phonological intonation contour for both assertions and questions, like Hasselt Limburgish (Peters 2008), will signal the difference between the two meanings paralinguistically, by pitch register raising or pitch range expansion for questions (cf. Yip 2002: 260). An added difficulty is that linguistic and paralinguistic intonational meaning may be diachronically related. Paralinguistic intonational meaning has been claimed to derive from various anatomical and physiological influences on intonation, (which is not to say that paralinguistic intonation cannot also be a matter of linguistic convention (Prieto 2015). Dachkovsky (2017) provides an example of the conventionalization of paralinguistic signals up to their ultimate morphemic status in the development of Israeli Sign Language.) The best known of these influences is the size of the vocal folds, which correlates inversely with their vibration frequency and thus with pitch. Ohala’s (1983, 1984) Frequency Code accordingly assigns ‘small’ meanings (‘friendly’, ‘submissive’, ‘uncertain’, etc.) to higher pitch and ‘big’ meanings to lower pitch (‘authoritative’, ‘aggressive’, ‘confident’, etc.). Similar connections between sources of variation and meanings have been identified as the Effort Code, the Respiratory Code and, tentatively, the Sirenic Code (Gussenhoven 2016 and references given there). Paralinguistic uses of high pitch for questions, of expanded pitch range for emphasis, or of final high pitch to signal incompleteness may have developed into morphemes in many languages, as in the case of interrogative H% (a reflection of the Frequency Code), focus-marking pitch accents (the Effort Code), and H% for floor-keeping (the Respiratory Code) (Gussenhoven 2004: 89).

To move on to linguistic intonation, Pierrehumbert (1980) aimed at formulating a phonological grammar to account for the contrastive intonation forms of English (see Chapter 21 for revisions). The possibility of a morphological analysis, i.e., a parsing of the phonologically well-formed strings of tones into meaning-bearing units, was only hinted at, but concrete proposals were made in numerous subsequent theories of intonational meaning, some of which will be discussed in section 3. Theories of intonational meaning may differ in the presupposed phonological analysis, the way the phonemes are grouped into morphemes, and the meanings assigned to these morphemes. Unless the size of these morphemes encompasses the utterance, intonational meaning is compositional, i.e. arises from the combination of the meanings of the various morphemes (Pierrehumbert and Hirschberg 1990). Controversial elements in their phonological analysis concern the existence of the intermediate phrase (ip) and its final boundary tones H and L, the internal composition of pitch accents, and the obligatory status of the final boundary tone (for discussion and references, see Ladd 2008:ch.4; Gussenhoven 2016; see also chapter 21). In section 3 we will discuss several ways in which theories of intonational meaning may help shed light on these phonological issues.

3. **Generalist and specialist theories of intonational meaning**

3.1. **Generalist theories**

Accounts of intonational phonology have been proposed for many languages, and often come paired with a coarse characterization of intonational meaning, typically in terms of the kinds of speech acts (e.g., question vs. assertion), their turn-taking effects (e.g., continuation vs. completeness) and speaker attitudes (e.g., surprise, uncertainty, incredulity, authoritativeness) with which various contours may typically occur (see for instance collections such as Hirst and Di Cristo 1998 and Sun-Ah Jun 2005, 2014; for turn-taking specifically, see chapter 34; see also Mee-Jeong Park 2013 for Korean). More systematic and explanatory theories of intonational meaning are rarer; they have been developed primarily for English, and we will concentrate on these in what follows. For generalist theories of intonational meaning for other languages see, e.g., Portes and Beyssade 2012 for French and Kügler 2007 for German (Swabian and Upper Saxon).

With regard to English, there is considerable agreement about the meaning of final rising pitch, despite some differences as to whether this meaning is contributed by a high boundary tone (H%), a rising accent (L*H) or its high trailing tone (or a phrase accent L-), or some combination (e.g., L*H H%). The meaning of a final rise is commonly construed either as ‘incompleteness’ (e.g., Bolinger 1982; Hobbs 1990; Westera 2013; Schlöder and Lascarides 2015) or in terms of what may be consequences of (or explanations for) incompleteness, such as ‘testing’ (Gussenhoven,
1984), ‘questioning’ (Bartels 1999 and Truckenbrodt 2012, with regard to H-), ‘suspending judgment’ in some respect (Imai 1998), raising a ‘metalinguistic issue’ (Malamud and Stephenson 2015), being ‘forward-looking’ or ‘continuation-dependent’ (Pierrehumbert and Hirschberg 1990; Bartels 1999; Gunlogson 2008; Lai 2012), and placing some responsibility on the addressee (Gunlogson 2003, Steedman 2014). This range of characterizations could in principle reflect differences in empirical focus among the various authors, rather than essential differences in the supposed meaning of the rise.¹

There is also considerable agreement that a plain falling contour in English should in some sense mean the opposite of a rise. A distinction can be drawn, however, between theories – most of the aforementioned ones – according to which a fall would convey the strict negation of the rise (e.g., ‘completeness’, ‘continuation-independence’), and theories that instead consider the fall a meaningless default, such as in Bartels (1999) and Hobbs (1990), where L% conveys not the intention to convey the negation of what H% conveys, but merely the absence of the intention to convey what H% conveys. Which approach is more plausible depends in part on which theory of intonational phonology one assumes. For instance, in ToBI, boundaries are either H% or L%, so it would make sense if one of the two would be a meaningless default. But if, as in Ladd (1983: 744), Grabe (1998), and Gussenhoven (2004), boundaries can also be toneless, it seems more natural to treat the toneless boundary as the meaningless default and the low boundary tone as the strict negation of the high boundary tone, as in most accounts (including several that are in fact based on ToBI). And the picture may be different again if one understands ToBI as providing a four-way boundary distinction (i.e., L-L%, L-H%, H-L%, H-H%).

As for (pitch) accents, there seems to be a consensus that accents (cross-linguistically) serve to mark words that are ‘important’ in some sense – we will discuss this separately in section 3.2. There is less agreement about what the meanings of the different kinds of accents would be (for a more detailed overview see chapter 33; see also Büring 2016, chapter 9). According to some authors, the distinction between rising and falling accents in English mirrors that between final rises and falls (e.g., Gussenhoven 1984; Hobbs 1990; Westera 2014). For instance, Hobbs assumes that boundary tones indicate the (in)completeness of an intonation phrase while trailing tones would indicate the (in)completeness of an accent phrase. Other authors don’t assume such similarity (e.g., Pierrehumbert and Hirschberg 1990; Steedman 2014), e.g., Steedman treats (ToBI-style) boundary tones as signaling agency of speaker ((H/L)L%) vs. hearer ((H/L)H%), and assigns meanings to accents on the basis of two other dimensions: whether material conveyed by the accented phrase is ‘thematic’, i.e., supposed to be common ground, or ‘rhematic’, i.e., intended to update the common ground (similar to Brazil’s (1985) ‘proclaiming’ vs. ‘referring’ or Gussenhoven’s (1984) ‘selection’ vs. ‘addition’; cf. Cruttenden 1997:108), and whether this supposition or update is successful or unsuccessful. Relative to these two binary distinctions, Steedman locates the ToBI accents as in Table I.

| Table I. Information-structural meanings of pitch accents (Steedman 2014). |
|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|
| thematic (suppose) | L+H*          | L*+H          |
| rhematic (update)  | H*, H*+L      | L*, H+L*      |

Together with Steedman’s aforementioned treatment of the boundary tones, this results in intricate meanings, e.g., for the contour L*+H H-H% that ‘the hearer fails to suppose that the accented material is common ground’. What this means depends of course on a theory of notions like supposition and common ground – we return to this dependence in section 4.

¹ It has been proposed, perhaps in contrast, that the ‘incompleteness’ and ‘questioning’ uses of the final rise stem from different biological codes (Gussenhoven 2004; cf. section 2). For a recent example and discussion of two meanings for a single form of the final rise in declaratives, see Levon (2018).
For now, note that Steedman’s distinction between the rows in the table is one between rising accents and non-rising accents, while the distinction between the columns concerns the location of the ‘star’, such that H* signals success and L* failure (unlike the more common generalization that H*/L* conveys newness/givenness, e.g., Pierrehumbert and Hirschberg 1990). Within ToBI, this organization may appear quite natural. But within Gussenhoven’s (2004) phonology this apparent naturalness disappears. For one thing, Gussenhoven’s theory does not draw a distinction between L+H* and H* (top left and bottom left), taking the first to be an emphatic pronunciation of the second. Moreover, ToBI’s L*+H (top right) may correspond in Gussenhoven’s theory either to a rising accent L*H or to a high accent (H*/H*L) that is delayed by means of an independently meaningful L*-prefix, with retention of the semantic characteristics of the unprefixed pitch accent (L*HL, cf. Gussenhoven 2016, sec 3.5). The second case follows the more generally assumed morphemic status of what has been discussed for English as ‘scoop’ (Vanderslice and Pierson 1967; Vanderslice 1972: 1053), ‘delayed peak’ (Ladd, 1983), [Delay] (Gussenhoven, 1983) and as ‘late peak’ for German (Kohler 1991). So what is a single morphological operation in one analysis would correspond in Steedman’s theory to a difference along two semantic dimensions. Thus, again we see that a theory of intonational meaning depends (through one’s morphological analysis) in part on one’s intonational phonology.

3.2. Specialist theories

Specialist theories aim to account for (a particular usage of) a particular intonational feature or contour in considerable detail, often using tools from formal semantics and pragmatics. These theories pertain for instance to certain uses of utterance-final rises on declarative sentences (e.g., Gunlogson 2003; Gunlogson 2008; Truckenbrodt 2006; Nilsenova 2006); accentuation and focus (e.g., Rooth 1985, 1992; Roberts 2012, among many); particular uses of rise-fall-rise (e.g., Ward and Hirschberg 1985; Büring 2003; Constant 2012); stylized intonation (Ladd, 1978), rises and falls in lists (e.g., Zimmermann 2000); or utterance-final rises and falls in questions (e.g., Roelofsen and van Gool 2010; Biezma and Rawlins 2012). We will discuss a number of examples in more detail.

An influential specialist theory of accent placement (in English, and many other languages) is Rooth's (1985) theory of focus. Rooth seeks to account for the observation (e.g., Jackendoff 1972, Dretske 1972) that accent placement can have various semantic and pragmatic effects, including effects on the truth conditions of the main, asserted contribution of an utterance, e.g.:

(1) a. John only introduced BILL to Sue.
   H*L
   L%

b. John only introduced Bill to SUE.
   H*L
   L%

That is, (1a) is taken to express that John introduced Bill and no one else to Sue, whereas (1b) conveys that John introduced Bill to Sue and to no one else. This motivated Rooth’s integration of accent meaning with ordinary compositional semantics, giving rise to his Alternative Semantics for focus. Very roughly, the accent on Bill in (1a) introduces a set of focus alternatives into the semantics, say, the set {Bill, Peter, Ann}, which higher up in the syntactic tree generates the set {introduced Bill to Sue, introduced Peter to Sue, introduced Ann to Sue}. This set may then serve as input to the word only, which would, as its core meaning, serve to exclude all focus alternatives except the one involving Bill. Although this approach is still influential, Beaver and Clark (2008) argue for a slightly different perspective on the interplay of compositional semantics with the meaning of accentuation, in part based on cases where accent placement appears not to affect the interpretation of only. For them, words like only aren’t directly sensitive to accentuation, but only indirectly, by virtue of both only and accentuation being sensitive to the kind of question addressed by the utterance in which it occurs, also called the question under discussion (QUD, e.g., Roberts 2012). That is, given the accentuation, (1a) and (1b) are most naturally understood as addressing different QUDs, and only would convey exclusivity relative to these different QUDs.

The idea that certain intonation contours presuppose particular QUDs has been applied to various intonational features, e.g., English rise-fall-rise (Ward and Hirschberg 1985, whose ‘scales’ are roughly QUDs), English question intonation (Biezma and Rawlins 2012) and the French implication contour (Portes and Reyle 2014), a rise-fall contour where the high peak falls on the final full syllable (which they transcribe as LH*L% or LH*L-L%). According to Portes and Reyle, the implication contour expresses that the QUD has multiple possible answers. To illustrate, the implication
contour would be fine on a disagreeing response (2a), but strange on an agreeing response (2b), because disagreement entails that the original QUD remains an open question (e.g., which kinds of restaurants there are); and in (3) the implication contour is fine on an agreeing response, provided what is agreed on is only a partial answer, likewise leaving the QUD an open question:

(2) A: Dans cette ville, il n'y a de restaurants que pour les carnivores.

   'In this town, there are restaurants only for carnivores.'

   a. B: Il y a un restaurant végétarien.

   L+H* L- L%

   'There is a vegetarian restaurant.'

   b. B: # Il n'y a pas un restaurant végétarien.

   L+H* L- L%

   'There is no vegetarian restaurant.'

(3) A: Il y a pas de volets quoi.

   'There are no shutters.'

B: Ah oui ils y ont des rideaux hein.

   L+H* L- L%

   'Ah yes they have curtains don’t they.'

Other specialist accounts rely not on the notion of QUD but on ‘epistemic’ notions like discourse commitment, speaker bias, and contextual evidence – intonation thus seems to reflect the interlocutors' goals (e.g., QUDs) as well as their epistemic states. Among these we find, for instance, a rich literature on English rising declaratives (e.g., Gunlogson 2003, 2008; Nilsenova 2006; Truckenbrodt 2006; Trinh and Crnić 2011; Farkas and Roelofsen 2017), an account of question intonation in Catalan (Prieto and Borràs-Comes, 2018), and an account of the so-called contradiction contour in English (Goodhue and Wagner 2018; for an earlier account see, e.g., Bolinger 1982). We summarize Goodhue and Wagner’s account for concreteness. According to Liberman and Sag (1974), the contradiction contour requires some kind of contradiction, but Pierrehumbert and Hirschberg (1990) criticize this characterization for being too vague, and incorrectly permissive of examples like (4) (cf. Pierrehumbert and Hirschberg’s ex. (20), p. 293):

(4) A: There are mountain lions around here.

B: # Alvarado said there are no mountain lions around here.

%H (L*) L* L- H%

Goodhue and Wagner (2018) offer a more precise characterization of the contradiction contour as requiring contextual evidence against the proposition expressed. For instance, A’s utterance in (5) provides contextual evidence both for the proposition that A asserts and for the proposition embedded under the verb said, hence against the content of B’s utterances in both (5a,b), licensing the contradiction contour in each:
A: Alvarado said there are mountain lions around here.

a. B: No he didn’t. 
  %H  L* L-H%

b. B: There aren’t any mountain lions around here. 
  %H (L*) L* L- H%

In contrast, in (4) there is no contextual evidence against the proposition expressed by B, hence the contour is not licensed.

4. Towards unifying generalist and specialist theories

Despite their successes, both specialist theories and generalist theories have limitations. Specialist theories can generate precise predictions but only for a narrow empirical domain and from relatively costly assumptions. Generalist theories have a broader scope, but generate less precise predictions, perhaps to such an extent that generalist theories are not really falsifiable. According to Ladd (2008: 150), this is primarily because such theories rely on an underdeveloped theory of pragmatics. For instance, the claim that a particular pitch accent marks ‘selection from a common background’ (Brazil 1985; Gussenhoven, 1984) is difficult to falsify in the absence of a pragmatic theory that defines the conditions under which selection from a common ground would be a rational, cooperative thing to do (see Büring 2012 for a congenial criticism of generalist theories with regard to accent placement). Perhaps specialist and generalist theories can be regarded as the starting points of two approaches to intonational meaning, a specific-to-general and a general-to-specific approach. Reconciling these requires investigating how the ingredients of specialist accounts can be generalized to or derived from the assumptions of generalist accounts, for instance through a theory of pragmatics.

To illustrate this, consider the suggestions contained in some specialist theories of English rising declaratives for fitting their proposed meanings into a more generalist account. For instance, Gunlogson (2008) proposes to regard her specialist treatment in terms of a ‘contingent commitment’ as a special case of a more generalist treatment of all rising declaratives as ‘contingent discourse moves’, and sketches how certain features of the context may guide an audience's understanding to the more specific meaning (though see Nilsenova 2006 for criticism). Similarly, Malamud and Stephenson (2015) suggest how their specialist treatment, which builds on Gunlogson's, could be regarded as instantiating the more generalist account of all rising declaratives as ‘raising a metalinguistic issue’. For a general-to-specific approach to rising declaratives, one could instead start from the generalist assumption that the rising intonation signals ‘incompleteness’ and try to make this more precise in terms of what it means for an utterance to be incomplete.

If it is understood as ‘incompleteness given the goals of cooperative conversation’, this could be explicated for instance in terms of suspending one of Grice’s (1975) maxims of conversation (Westera 2013; in press), or in terms of the required existence of some future discourse segment (Schlöder and Lascarides, 2015). To illustrate the approach based on maxim suspensions, note that one can find or construct a rising declarative for each of the maxims, as in (6)-(9) (examples from Gunlogson 2003, Pierrehumbert 1980, Westera 2013, Malamud and Stephenson 2015):

(6) (To someone entering the room with an umbrella.) It’s raining? (H%)

(7) (To a receptionist.) Hello, my name is Mark Liberman. (H%)

(8) (English tourist in a French café.) I’d like... err... je veux... a black coffee? (H%)

(9) (B isn’t sure if A wants to know about neighbourliness or suitability for dating.)
A: What do you think of your new neighbour?
B: He’s attractive? (H%)

The final rise in (6) seems to convey that the speaker is uncertain about the truth of the proposition expressed (suspending the maxim of Quality, which demands certainty in this regard), in (7) about whether the information provided is sufficient (suspending Quantity), in (8) whether it was made understood (suspending Manner), and in (9) whether the information was relevant to the preceding question (suspending Relation). Moreover, conceiving of final rises in terms of maxim suspensions can help explain additional characteristics. For instance, Quality-suspending examples like (6) are known to express a speaker bias: the truth of the proposition expressed must be deemed sufficiently likely. This is plausibly because one shouldn’t risk violating an important maxim like Quality, i.e., risk
uttering a falsehood, unless its falsehood is considered sufficiently unlikely (Westera, in press). In this way, by explicating relevant parts of a pragmatic theory, one can derive particular ingredients of specialist accounts from a generalist characterization.

A topic where a similar reconciliation of specialist and generalist accounts through pragmatics seems underway is accentuation and focus. For instance, specialist theories of focus, such as Selkirk’s 1995 influential account, can be simplified and potentially improved by placing part of the burden of accent placement not on syntactic stipulations but on pragmatics (Schwarzschild 1999; Büring 2003; Beaver and Velleman 2011). And Rooth’s (1985) specialist theory of focus sensitivity (of words like only) has been restated in terms of the pragmatic notion of Question Under Discussion (Beaver and Clark 2008, following Roberts 2012 and others).

5. **Experimental work on intonational meaning**

Experimental work on intonational meaning encompasses both corpus research and behavioural experiments. Corpus research offers the advantage of spontaneous speech, but does not enable one to precisely and repeatedly control for subtle pragmatic factors; experiments offer better opportunities for control, but at the cost of less spontaneous data. For reasons of space, we only review some behavioural experimental work in what follows, pointing the reader interested in corpus work to Calhoun et al. (2010, and references contained therein).

Experiments may involve production and perception data. In production experiments, utterances are recorded that are produced by participants in response to stimuli, like a piece of discourse or a description of the sort of meaning that is to be expressed. The recordings are then annotated for intonation. The goal is to discover manipulations of stimuli that reliably affect intonational behaviour (e.g., Hirschberg and Ward 1992, Gonzalez-Fuente et al. 2015, Goodhue et al. 2016, Klassen and Wagner 2016). For instance, Goodhue et al. (2016) seek to demonstrate the existence of different rising contours in English with distinct meanings. Participants were asked to produce a single sentence in three different contexts. In (10), this sentence is *You like John*, to be uttered in response to (10a) so as to contradict an interlocutor, to insinuate something in response to (10b), or to express disbelief or incredulity in response to (10c).

(10) a. *(Your friend Emma spent the whole day with John yesterday and you know for a fact that she likes him.)*
   Emma: So yesterday Sarah asked me if I was going to John’s birthday party and I said no, I don’t even like him.

b. *(You know your friend John is attending the party, and you know Emma knows and likes him, but you’re not sure whether she’ll like anyone else.)*
   Emma: I don’t feel like going to this party tonight, I have the feeling I might not like any of the people there.

c. *(Just the other day your friend Emma was bad-mouthing John, so you know for a fact that she doesn’t like him.)*
   Emma: Yesterday Sarah kept saying mean things about John and I was really uncomfortable because John’s a nice guy, I really like him.

Each context reliably elicited distinct rising contours, with (10a) eliciting the contradiction contour, (10b) the rise-fall-rise contour, and (10c) emphatic question rises. Specialist accounts could in principle model this outcome with relative ease, especially if they were to treat each of these contours non-compositionally as a single morpheme, as in the original proposal by Liberman and Sag (1984) for the contradiction contour. Generalist accounts would have to cover a potentially broader range of uses of these contours (or their morphemes), and explain through a pragmatic theory how the contexts in (10) enable the participants to reliably convey the meanings they were asked to convey. Without a sufficiently precise pragmatic theory, generalist theories in particular are difficult to evaluate empirically.

In perception experiments, participants hear utterances, again often in context, and are given tasks which are intended to shed light on how intonation affects interpretation. For instance, they may be asked to respond to questions such as ‘How natural is this utterance on a scale of 1 to 7?’, ‘Is this utterance true or false?’, ‘How different are the meanings of these contours’ or ‘Does this utterance mean X or Y?’ (e.g., Nash and Mulac 1980, Gussenhoven and Rietveld 1991, Hirschberg and Ward 1992, Chen et al. 2004, Watson et al. 2008, Portes et al. 2014, Jeong and Potts 2016, Goodhue and Wagner 2018, among many others). Let us consider De Marneffe and Tonhauser (2016) as an example to illustrate that relating empirical findings to theory is not straightforward. Many theories of English rise-fall-rise (RFR) treat the
contour as canceling or weakening exhaustivity inferences, i.e., inferences that stronger answers to the question under discussion (QUD) are false (e.g., Tomioka 2010; Constant 2012; Wagner 2012). In apparent contrast to these theories, De Marneffe and Tonhauser discovered that when B’s answer in (11) is pronounced with RFR, the answer is less likely to be interpreted as an affirmative answer to the question, i.e., as meaning ‘beautiful’, than with a plain falling contour.

(11) A: Is your sister beautiful?
    B: She’s attractive…

L*+H L- H%

De Marneffe and Tonhauser’s interpretation of their results is that RFR strengthens the ‘not beautiful’ interpretation, which would amount to strengthening an exhaustivity inference rather than weakening it, in apparent contrast to the aforementioned accounts of RFR. However, this conclusion seems to rely on two implicit assumptions about the pragmatics of cases like (11), the plausibility of which is difficult to assess without a detailed pragmatic theory. One is that B’s response must be interpreted either as an affirmative or as a negative answer to A’s question (as opposed to, e.g., ‘I don’t know’ or ‘it depends’) – for otherwise its affirmative interpretation being less likely does not necessarily imply that its negative interpretation is more likely, i.e., that its exhaustivity inference is strengthened. In other words, depending on one’s theory of pragmatics, the results are consistent with participants drawing an ignorance inference rather than an exhaustivity inference. Another assumption is that the non-exhaustivity predicted by existing accounts would necessarily pertain to A’s question and not, say, to some higher, implicit QUD like ‘Could your sister be a model?’, a possibility acknowledged by Wagner (2012; though contrary to Tomioka 2010 and Constant 2012). For although (11) makes part of the context explicit through A’s question, it leaves implicit why this question was asked. Moreover, Kadmon and Roberts (1986) note that different intonation contours may favour different understandings of implicit parts of the context, say, of the implicit, higher QUD in (11), further complicating the interpretation of experimental results. This stresses again the importance of pragmatics for the study of intonational meaning – or, conversely, that given a certain theory of intonational meaning, experiments may offer an important window on pragmatics.

6. Conclusion

There is agreement that intonation has a linguistically structured component with phonology, morphology and basic meanings for the morphemes, and that this component serves to clarify the pragmatic status of utterances in various ways. There is also some agreement with regard to generalist characterizations of the meanings of utterance-final contours, e.g., in terms of pragmatic ‘(in)completeness’, and proposals exist for making these generalist characterizations more precise with the help of advances in pragmatics. With regard to (the various ingredients of) more complex contours, however, much remains to be discovered. A lack of consensus about the meanings of various accent types is due in part to (and also a partial cause for) disagreement about what the phonemes are and even more so what the morphemes are, even for the intensively studied West-Germanic languages. It is also due in part to the difficulty of testing theories of intonational meaning, but there again, advances in pragmatic theory will lead to a better understanding.
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